iLEAD Students Participate in
Q&A with NASA Chief Scientist
By Hutch Siegen, 6th Grade

ISSUE 3: Fall 2020
On Thursday October 29th, 2020 students
from iLEAD schools across the country participated in a Zoom meeting with Dr. Jacob Cohen,
Chief Scientist of NASA Ames Research Center. These students are participants in the iLEAD
DreamUp To Space program where they wrote
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Hello, and welcome to the SCVi Leader newspaper. This newspaper will be a vital and interactive part of the learning experience here at SCVi. The goal of the paper is to inform and
unite learners of all grade levels, and this is not just limited to readers. Staff will also receive
the same inspiration, and will also feel a sense of pride and unity about their creations in the
paper. We will be covering important events that not only relate to SCVi, but to the outside
world in general. Our articles are created to inspire learners and prepare them for the future.
We will cover topics such as: Entertainment, World Events, School Events, and more! All
articles are written with learners in mind, and subjects such as World Events will be focused
and based on how they affect the lives and futures of learners.
That said, I hope you enjoy this and every other issue of the SCVi Leader!

Hugo Turner, Editor in Chief

their experiments to the International Space Station (ISS).
iLEAD schools have two teams launching
to the ISS this year, Team Carrot and Team Adzuki. Team Carrot will be sending carrot seeds
(Dacuas Carota) to the International Space Station in hopes of germinating (growing) the seeds
in microgravity on the ISS. Team Adzuki will be
sending adzuki bean seeds (Vigna Angularis) up
into space in hopes to grow them on the ISS as
well.
Dr. Cohen provided keen insight into how
these experiments could impact future space exploration. In the near future astronauts may be
able to grow food on the Moon or even on Mars.
Growing food on the Moon or on Mars could
lead to food sustainability and colonization for
humans and animals alike.
Dr. Cohen’s role as Chief Scientist at NASA
Ames Research Center is to advise research programs and promote STEM (science, technology,
engineering, and mathematics) education. He
will once again be serving as a mentor for the two

DreamUp To Space experiments that the iLEAD
teams will be sending to the International Space
Station. Both Team Carrot and Team Adzuki are
excited to be working with Dr. Cohen.
During an interview, Dr. Cohen explained
that as a child he loved tinkering with toys and
still loves them as an adult. He said that his love
of toys has stayed with him his whole life, and has
been helpful throughout his career. He said that
tinkering with toys relates to tinkering with bigger
“toys” like parts of the Mars Rover. Play helps
a person understand how things work. There is
proof that learning through play is effective!
Another interesting fact about Dr. Cohen is
that when he was younger he was curious about the
So he studied them, and really enjoyed testing out
Dr. Cohen kept studying, learning, hypothesising, testing, tinkering, and playing with toys,
and encouraged the group to do the same. Keep
learning! It is extremely important. Be curious
and don’t stop.
Dr. Cohen also spent a lot of time studying
eyesight in his postdoctoral program at Cedar Sinai Medical Center in Los Angeles. Dr. Cohen
studied viruses in the human eye and explained to
the students that through mathematics you can understand biology (even the biology of a virus). Understanding biology is key to learning; especially

about viruses, and science. This is a huge reason to
stay excited about those math and science classes.
Science and math go hand in hand. He expressed a
and the exploration process.
After Dr. Cohen gave his initial presentation
there was time for some questions and answers. One
of the team members from Team Carrot asked why
is interested in learning about the importance of eyecarrots to the eyes. (and Dr. Cohen has a post docCohen explained that astronaut’s bodies go through
extreme changes while in space. The lack of gravity astronauts experience gives them the feeling of
standing on their heads for hours on end, which really affects their eyesight. If an astronaut’s eyesight
is impaired it makes working with the numerous
complex machines on a spacecraft nearly impossible. Projects that help to maintain their eyesight is
of interest to NASA and their astronauts. Dr. Cohen
further explained that the radiation the astronauts are
exposed to can damage eyesight.
Over the next few months both teams are going to be exploring their driving questions further,
preparing, and optimizing experiments for launch.
Each team will be working with advisors and facilitators, including Dr. Cohen on their projects. The
iLEAD Teams are tentatively scheduled to launch
their experiments to the International Space Station
in May 2021 in Florida.

